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subsequent to sending the agenda: Professor
zavadil has been appointed Acting Chairman of
the English Department for the balance of this
year and for the next academic year so that will
mean that he is ineligible to be elected to
this Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
Just this forenoon I had a call from the
Mathematics Department and Professor Hersh
wishes to withdraw his name from the ballot,
which I will pass out to you, in favor of his
colleague, Professor DuBois.
So with that I would like also for those
who don't have an agenda to read over what this
election is for. It's an election of four
regular members for two-year terms, and five
alternates for one-year terms to the 1969-70
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. The
four candidates receiving the highest number of
votes will be designated regular members with
two-year terms; the five receiving the next
highest number will be alternates with one-year
terms. The following ballot nominations were
m~de at the March 11th meeting. Those are
l~sted on the agenda and also in the ballot which
will be handed out. Since no additional
nominations were submitted to the Secretary,
this is the final list of nominees.
h Now on the ballot that is going to be
anded to you, you are asked to indicate your
preference
by a number preceding every
name on the ballot. Your first choice, put a
number one opposite such-and-such a person's
name·
second choice ' a~·
wo"
and so
on th Your fourteen.
r.,.. ' fifteen,
Now thi. ~A. a,ys
but 1'frough
you cross
out Professor-Hersh that
means
. have
h you will
fourteen names and you
~ ~~ld have fourteen numbers listed on your
a ot for it to be valid.
So if you will now pass these out.
PROFESSOR RHODES Point of order. It
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is my understanding that this will be preferential ballot? I thought the call in the
agenda was for a straight vote on -DURRIE I am sorry if I didn't say
that. There was -- this has always been a
preferential ballot and this is indicated
in the rules of the Committee.
Now, incidentally, these ballots will
not be counted until tomorrow but if you will
fill them in now we will collect them immediately
before proceeding with the next item.
PROFESSOR THORSON I think the confusion
is caused by the four candidates receiving the
highest number of votes.
DURRIE Actually, this is like golf.
It's the lowest, really. It's hard to explain
this, but if one person received all first place
votes he would have the lowest total and he would
be the winner. Just be sure to cross out Professor Hersh's name.
DEAN SPRINGER I wonder if you could list
for us on the blackboard who is going off?
DURRIE There is only one name that goes
off.
I have already taken Professor Zavadil's
name off.
SPRINGER Who has to leave the Committee
next year?
other
words? The people who we are replacing, in
HEADY The carryovers?
I don't think I have a list along.
e did DURRIE
this at the last meeting.
FACULTY MEMBER Here's a list.
HEADY No, that's a list of the nominees.
FACULTY MEMBER No. I have written them
down here.
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HEADY Oh. Would it be helpful if they
were put up? I will put down on the blackboard
the carryover members for next year. These are
the carryover members listed on the board.
FACULTY MEMBER What if we leave some
blank?
DURRIE If you leave some blank, your
ballot won't be counted. You have to have a number
opposite every name except Professor Hersh.
That's the principle of a preferential ballot.
HEADY If you are still working on the
ballot, would you pass it in as soon as you are
finished, or bring it down and we will proceed
with the next item of business .
Next is the recommendation relative to
conferring of an additional honorary degree at
the June 6th commencement exercises. Dean
Springer for the Graduate Committee .
SPRINGER On behalf of the Graduate
Committee , Mr. Chairman, I would like to propose Mr. Robert w. Young for a Doctorate of
Humane Letters. This is in accordance with the
procedures which the Graduate Committee had
adopted under which if we lose one of our
candidates due to natural processes, or he
turns us down, we would go down to the next man
on our preferential list and Mr. Young is the
next man on our preferential list. I, thereto the faculty that Mr. Young
before,given
· recommend
a Doctorate -- I am sorry -- a
Doctorate of Laws as recommended by the Graduate
Comm·
ittee at commencement this June.
HEADY You are moving that for approval
by the faculty?
faculty.SPRINGER I move that for approval by the
HEADY Is there a second?
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER Second.

Nomination
Additional
Honorary
Degree
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HEADY Is there discussion? Those in favor
say aye those opposed "no". M
otion is
carried.
May I call to the attention of everyone
the statement on the agenda that this information is to be held in confidence pending approval
by the Regents and acceptance' by the nominee of
the of fer of the degree.
The next item is recommendation by the
Policy Committee concerning the attendance of
students at faculty meetings. Professor Alexander.
ALEXANDER May I say that I amvery happy
to make the following recomendation in contrast
to the way I was quoted. The Policy Committee
recommends that fifteen student invitees, including
three graduate student representatives, be admitted
to each general faculty meeting> _)lhe mechanics
for selecting them to be at the discretion of the
student governments. They will be non-voting,
but may participate upon recognition. evsea ting
of ~tudent representatives shall be inA,lspecially
designated -- a specially designated section.
I move the foregoing recommendation.
HEADY Do you have the text of that
recommendation?
II

11 ,

DURRIE No; I know what it is.
HEADY All right. The motion has been
mthade
seconded by Professor Cottrell. Is
ere and
a·iscussion?
Professor Howarth.
. stPROFESSOR
I feel this is a positive
forward.HOWARTH
However, I think it's a
rathe r ep
·inadequate
one. I am a little worried
about it, not because I don ' t trust t he student
government,
but
I
don't
like the idea of fifteen
Selected students being allowed
to attend
meeting
would s as observers. My personal preference
stua be to have the meetings open so that any
of v~n~s could attend as observers in a kind
isitors gallery. I don't know how many would

Attendance
of Students
at Faculty
Meetings
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attend; perhaps less than fifteen. But I feel
that in a certain group of students they may
attend to be appearing and perhaps in some
sense representing the students.
Now I don't see what we gain by limiting
the number to fifteen. Obviously we are not
concerned with secrecy and I don't think any
member of the faculty feels there's need for
secrecy. Obviously these fifteen people can
tell any other students what they heard in the
faculty meeting, what went on, and it would
seem to me that we don't gain anything by limiting it to these fifteen. I would like to see any
students come and see for them 98lves at first
hand, rather than coming to rely on secondhand
reports from the fifteen invited guests.
HEADY Mr. Durrie?
DURRIE I wonder if I could respond to
that, Professor Howarth. Some weeks ago when
this first came up I wrote the Policy Committee
a memorandum relative to the matter of an open
gallery and I said the following:
"I hope very much that the idea of an
open visitors gallery will not be supported by
the
Policy
Committee. It would be extremely
d'ff'
.1 icult to police such an arrangement, even
the
Kiva, and the attendance of
v·in.1sitors
. layered
would be unpredictable. Aprovocative
item" -- and this is in quotes -- "would ~ ~
n~erous reporters, American Legion representatives, and professional busybodies as well as
:~udents and other interested persons, and
be no practical way of identifying
aitingu.
:1Yereofiswould
groups or individuals or of dishthese
ing them from faculty members. We
can't expect
faculty members or students to
carry their I.D. cards and a check-in procedure
OUld be time consuming and undignified." I feel
Yself that the last two or three meetings when
b~dhave had designated members of the student
haVeYhave
been helpful. I think the students
not contri'but ed to the discussion and I d'd
1
feel myself that the discussion of the
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faculty was in any way inhibited. I think it is
up to the sj:Edent body or the offi_sers of the
students sFudent body government,s to determine
who they would like at such a meeting. I think
it can be a representative group, but I think it
would be very difficult to manage
, if you
opened this, Jack, to just say the student body
without making this open to everyone else. I
hope that the Policy Committee's recommendation
will be supported.
HEADY Further discussion?
PROFESSOR STUART I would like some
information if someone here has it. I wonder
how the ratio of three to twelve, graduates to
undergraduates, is arrived at. Is that the
approximate proportion of graduate students to
undergraduates at this University?
ALEXANDER No. I am sorry to say we
didn't do any research on proportions . We simply
took the number fifteen and decided with the
students themselves present. They seemed to be
agreeable to this arrangement, that that was a
fair way of apportioning it.
HEADY Actually it is, I think, about
that proportion of graduate versus undergraduate.
JOSEPH BATTAGLIA May we as students
ask questions?

A

)

HEADY Yes, I feel under the current
procedure you are allowed to.
BATTAGLIA I would like to know what is
the role of these students at this faculty
meeting?
someone define that role, what
are -- whaCould
t can we
do and what can't we do?
HEADY
y
po 1
ou are speak'1.ng under th e prosa under consideration rather than
proceaures?
. current
W
hat BATTAGLIA Yes, as student representatives
can we do and what can we not do here?

4--
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ALEXANDER The resolution, which the
Policy Committee brought in, simply says that the
students may participate upon recognition but
may not vote. There is a subgroup in this
group, I am sure a you know, which is called
the voting faculty. This is slightly restricted:
Part-time people and instructors for the first
two or three years are excluded and other people
are not permitted to vote. So that this is not
a source of any strong discrimination. The
matter of participating when being recognized
is, I presume, true of all the rest of us. In
other words, if anybody wants to say anything,
he may raise his hand and upon recognition by
the chairman, get up and make a statement. So
I presume that this, in effect, restricts the
students only to the matter of voting.
DURRIE Correct.
HEADY It puts them on a par, as I would
understand it, with non-voting faculty members
who are also participants in the meeting.
ALEXANDER Exactly. By the way, I have
another motion later when this one is through
with regard to some officials who are not presently
at the
after this
. meetings, if I may introduce that
HEADY I will come to that later.
BATTAGLIA One other question: In other
words, we could make any motions or could we -el. . DURRIE I would think that if you are not
on motions that you would not
beigible
el·igible
· to vote
to make motions. But I would call
Your att
·
ent1on
members
h that there probably
· are faculty
m
ot.ions. wo could be persuaded to make any
. BAT.TAGL IA I just wanted to clarify the
Point.
HEADY Mr. Durrie.
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DURRIE The faculty might be interested in
totals, since Doctor Alexander mentioned the
voting faculty. There were five hundred eightyone voting faculty. There are seventy-seven
instructors who have not had three years and
temporary faculty who, therefore, are non-voting.
There are a hundred and fifteen part-time
faculty . Now all of these people are members
of the University Faculty, but not voting faculty.
So there's quite a number of people in the same
category as this student delegation.
HEADY Any more discussion? Professor
/
Ikle.
PROFESSOR IKLE/ Since we are doing -going in this direction it seems to me that has
some thought been given to consideration of
including some members of the press? Particularly I have in mind Miss McCarty, since we are
not discussing secret matters . Miss McCarty has
done a very objective reporting job and perhaps
this also ought to be considered in the possibilities.
HEADY It's not included in the motion
before us. Perhaps Professor Alexander, or
somebody, would want to comment whether it's
been discussed.
ALEXANDER No, to my knowledge it has
not been discussed.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL It has in the sense
;ha~ some of us talked at length in the faculty
~licy Committee about open meetings which would
aexample
low any. orth all students, and the case that the
th
is at Mr. Durrie brought up that under
that condition, if we had a visitors gallery,
bu:r~ would be a large number of people come in
th ecause of some of the reasons that he gave,
al~ problem of policing it, the question of who
no would be attending, that has been dropped
hawVe Under
that ·kind of idea. The press would
been ~ossibly
fact__
included, as a matter of
fav while I am up I will speak just a bit in
or of the present recommendation, and that is
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that in any sort of wide open visitors gallery
there is really a question as to whether you could
have any participation. If you have a hundred
visitors, how do you allow them to enter into
the debate? And this particular arrangement,
the Policy Committee came up with that that we
are recommending the fifteen students can enter
into the debate in this. There's nothing at
all to keep them from entering in, as has been
recognized by the chair.
HEADY Mr. Durrie.
DURRIE Professor .Iklt, one -- I think
the second motion that Professor Alexander is
going to make will have some bearing on this.
As one of the administrative people who may be
invited, I think certainly M
r. Jesse Price would
be included. He is the director of our Department of Public Information and is in constant contact
with the reporters downtown. This may be of
some use in relation to your question.
ALEXANDER Thank you.
HEADY Any more discussion?
PROFESSOR BENEDETTI I strongly support
the motion, but I object in principle to the
segregated
necessary? seating arrangement. Is that really
ALEXANDER This was suggested both by
ourselves and by the students. It came from
the desire of some faculty members originally
to make sure that the people who were permitted
vote would be easily recognized, and that
ose who would not vote would be put in a
~omewhat different part of the room. But we
have no strong feeling -- at least I personally
avethenoOth
strong feeling on this matter one way
borrought
toer.
us. It was something that was

!~

BENEDETTI Mr. Chairman, if I am in

order I move an amendment to the motion to the
effect' that
the segregated seating clause be

L

r
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you are setting up a complicated procedure where
the student government will have to have some
kind of directions or process to admit these
fifteen, or intending to admit them. What we
do here is not secret from the students and
we are willing to get the students' point of
view. But I don't see the advantage to be
gained by limiting it to fifteen, if we have
a segregated section.
HEADY The motion before us now is to
delete the segregation clause, so may I ask you
to comment on that point now.
STUART Mr. Chairman, the original motion
was made in agreement with the student body. I
don't see how we can modify it in any way without the student body agreeing, even though it
may be a small matter. The students may feel
they agreed to seating or not seating, and it
may be that we pass together and if I might
suggest an amendment to the amendment, let's
delete the matter of seating, and if the
students decide they would like to be seated
separately, naturally they could come and sit
down separately without having any amendment.
HEADY We are still discussing, and
Will vote after the discussion, on the proposed amendment.
PROFESSOR KELLY I wonder how you will
count the votes, because a hand is a hand and
I think in the past some of our voting may have
been done the other way, had you restricted
the thing, the people that were eligible to
Vote, I think in some of our close votes that
they went one way or the other because people
voted that weren't eligible. But they were
nfotor vchecked
and I would prefer to see segregation
0t·ing purposes.
HEADY Mr. Cottrell.
In the faculty Policy Committee
I Originally
'COTTRELL
objected to the idea of segregation
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say "aye". Opposed, "no". The motion is lost.
so that brings us to the motion as originally
introduced. Is there further discussion on it?
Ready for the question? Those in favor of the
m
otion as presented by the Policy Committee
please say "aye", opposed II no". The motion
is carried.
I presume the students who are nowhere
are here under the newprovisions as of this
moment.
ALEXANDER I presume so.
HEADY Mr. Benavidez.
ED BENAVIDEZ M
ay I suggest when students
are invited that we be given copies of the agenda?
Right now we don't have copies of the agenda.
HEADY I should think that is the intention and we will try to find out in adequate
time beforehand to find out who the fifteen
will be and make sure we have materials.
DORRIE I think we would send them to
student government and they can be distributed.
W
ould that be all right?
HEADY It means sending it to two people:
The president of the Associated Students and the
president of the Graduate Student Council for
distribution to those two groups .
DORRIE And may we ask, in return, that
we know who the students
before a given meeting?
~ould that help or not? are
I was thinking for
ldentif ication , if you identify
yourselves -ALEXANDER I don't think that's necessary.
HEADY
we run into problems on details
we can wor
k themIf out.
Which .ALEXANDER I have a related motion,
not
agenda but as M
r. Durrie has
al readyis said,
· onmaytheallay
some of our qualms on

Additional
Administrative
Officers
Invited to
Faculty
Meetings
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STUART There is a question directed to
Professor Alexander. Is it intended that they
be given special seating, also?
ALEXANDER That had not been considered
in this case. Professor Cottrell, correct me if
I am wrong -- I forgot he mentioned in his
original motion and I, therefore, inadvertently
omitted it.
HEADY It is still omitted?
ALEXANDER It is still omitted.
HEADY Is there further discussion?
HOWARTH I am in support of this proposition provided we don't see it as necessarily
a way as a first step to adding these ten
people to the voting faculty, which I think was
perhaps implicit in Professor Alexander's
statement.
ALEXANDER You want to answer that?
COTTRELL There's some justification for
adding certain administrative persons who are not
currently ex officio members of this faculty, but
~t's a very long and tedious process. I believe
if you take a look at what in the secrecy of
the faculty Policy Committee room I called thirdrank administrators, and don't quote me outside
this room -- there's sixty of them, roughly, at
the University.
some of these we feel they
are
t·imes when theyNowshould
be present: One,
because we may want to use them as resource
persons; sec~ndly, they could learn at times
some of the sentiment of what is going on, the
att·
itudes of the faculty, and in many of these
matters. We do not think that they all, or even
Perhaps
a· sizeable number of them, should become
ex
f offi cio
members of the faculty. Perhaps a
wew key should, but while we are working on that
be f~el that perhaps in the next year it would
Committee has the preroga~wise if· the
. Policy
ittlVe to invite
those to whom there were agenda
ems that may be of interest. These people,
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as Professor Alexander pointed out, number one,
public information officer which is a little box
up there answering the President, but a number
of other boxes on the organizational chart
that for various and sundry reasons should be
here at times.
HEADY Are you ready for the question?
Those in favor of the motion please say "aye".
Opposed, "no". The motion is carried.
Now number four is a proposal to institute an undergraduate seminar program and to
revise the general honors program. Professor
Wynn.
PROFESSOR W
YNN Mr. President, on the
third page of the agenda for today's meeting
is a proposal to introduce an undergraduate
seminar program and to revise the general
honors program. W
ith the approval of the
General Honors Council, which is a permanent
faculty committee, or a regular faculty
conunittee, I should say, and with the
approval of the Policy Committee and with
the approval of the Curriculum Committee, I
wish to introduce this proposal as it is given
on pages three and four of today's agenda
as an official motion. After the second
~ w
ould be glad to summarize some of the points
in favor of this change that have been worked
out as we have gone along working on it.
motion? HEADY Could we have a second to the
were several
faculty members who
seconded(There
the motion
.)
W
YNN The chief advantages to this
change, the Council thinks, and all the people,
many people who have been consulted think,
afrle ~riefly
follows: Amuch improved
· as
grexib.i·1ity
in student scheduling and procu~J.~g would be introduced. W
e have diffifindlnin ~ur present honors program often
g time for a student to schedule three

Undergraduate
Seminar
Program and
Revision of
General
Honors Program
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hours of honor courses. Now this particular
difficulty won't be completely avoided under
the new system, but at least for freshmen,
sophomores, and in many cases juniors, there
will be some flexibility introduced in Etudent
programming.
In other words, another way to put it is -rk~
a student can add a one-hour seminar without
wrecking his program~~en it comes to adding
a three-hour seminar, sometimes he's in some
difficulty.
Asecond point in favor of the change-there would be a freer flow into and out of
the seminar and honors program jointly. Students
could take undergraduate seminars without any
intention of graduating with hon9rs. They
could take them for their intrinsic worth and
get out when they had had enough. And this
could come in and leave in a freer flow and with
greater individual choice.
Athird point in favor of the change, the
Director of Honors would have a freer hand in
soliciting staff participation and in choice of
topics for seminars.
.
And fourth, a better screening for
involvement in the honors program could be
accomplished through the undergraduate seminar
program, which as the proposal states would be
-- would consist of numerous one-hour seminars
op~n to all
Dniversi
ty. students in good standing within the
. The advantages to students in the Universit
they in· gene~al, and to the student body: Firs~,
th o~portunity to experience the small class with
and take of discussion would be opened
upetogive
a 1arger
.
b.
number of students without their
teing
under
any
pressure
to
make
a
commitment
as
0 graau
· with
· honors. Second, an interestin
ation
g adaptation of the free University idea
~~Uld be made: Namely, the student initiated
Urse, as it is called at the University of Iowa,
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student who enters the general honors program
take the same seminars as those who are in the
undergraduate seminar program at the freshman
and sophomore level? Is that mixed? Or do
they make different commitments at that stage
of their program?
WYNN I am not sure I quite understand
your question, but I think, yes, the honors
program would make us eventually have a certain
number of the new one-hour undergraduate
seminars. Therefore, students who intended to
-- who were at the time honor students or who
intended to become graduate candidates for
-- candidates for graduation with honors,
naturally would be in the same seminar with
the students who were not in the honors program.
HEADY Professor Belzer.
PROFESSOR BELZER I agree with this and
approve of this idea in general. There is one
thing in general that Professor Wynn's comment
concerning this would not take time away from
departmental teaching duties makes me think
about it, and that is, we have people in some
departments in the University who are teaching
four three-hour courses already, or the equivalent. These areas tend to be underpaid.
We have other people in other areas where
the usual load is to teach two three-hour
courses per semester. These people tend to
be Paid somewhat higher already and these
are the people that are most likely to be able
to pick up this extra small flat stipend, and
I am wondering whether this has·been looked
into and thought about.
WYNN Well, it was discussed in a meeting Which Doctor Travelstead called some deans
acndounsome
chairman and the Honors
·1 departmental
t0 ci,
and the best we could do was to say
that since there are only fourteen
or ourselves
fift een faculty
members involved, each one -e.ach semester,
there is simply
to
ize
load
·
· ,no wayThis
· equalg
sin the whole University.
proram shouldn't wait upon our equalizing and
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a reasonably good idea of how we would go about
educating a student to be, say, a psychologist
or to be a historian or move along any one of
the well-defined paths that now are identified
by majors in the College of Arts and Sciences,
or majors or programs in all the other professional schools. But we also felt that there
were some students for whom these educational
objectives were not necessarily appropriate,
and we had no way of identifying what type of
program would be most appropriate for those
students . So we -- they naturally moved to
this proposal.
Let those students pick their own program. We would hope -- we would hope that
students who undertook to enter this degree
would recognize what the options were: That
they would receiv'e no certification as having
majored in this or having gotten a degree in
that, but that all they would get is a transcript
that would identify the work that they had done.
This transcript may be adequate for many
purposes or it may by enough to get them into
medical school or to get them into graduate
school. I am not sure whether it will serve
all these purposes.
I would hope that students who undertake
this degree would be given the appropriate
counseling that would point out what were some
of the limitations as well as what might be some
of the benefits.
d . I think also it is in a way a research
evice. It's something like using a tracer:
Let'
s see what these students can do. Let's
see
what types of course programs
theyhow
· theyWe-- have
pick.
no idea how many students
are interested in such a degree. Our feeling
wats
that only a relatively small number of
hs udents wou1d probably enroll, but we don't
ave any really good information.
ap ~e would hope that by maintaining an
Propriate surveillance we would get information
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who-r.
WOLLMAN I didn't want to speak for M
Huber,here, so
PROFESSOR HUBER I can't answer the question. I can only say that, number one, the first
part of your comment, first section of your
comments had to do with changing the function
of University College. Actually, it won't
change the function at all, as I see it, in
that we would merely administer the records of
the student with regard to dropping, adding,
enrolling , registering, et cetera, and have a
second set of actual folders there. I am
speaking of the University College now.
It won't offer any courses, won't have
any faculty, it won't give any credit, won't
give any grades, et cetera; so to that extent
I see no change , other than you have to have
som
e place to put these people if you wish
to buy this program, and you wouldn't normally
want to put them in any one of the degree
granting colleges, perhaps, because of the
curriculum. There are -- administratively we
would be kind of inheriting themback if we
transferred them out, or we would never transfer
them
if they chose to go in the program and
stay out
there.
Now with regard to the advisement, many
of the students , I would guess, would end up in
this and would not declare this to be their goal,
and I am guessing only, and the first one or
perhaps even two years . Therefore, they would
still be advised and the numbers would switch
;hether you have this B.u.s. or don't have the
f.u.s. , by regular faculty that are assigned
baculty advisement courses. These have not
sufficient in number since '57 through '69.
1een
don't anticipate that they will. be sufficient
next
~l year or the next year, or in
the foreseeme future , without overloading some faculty
embers, at least.
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that we have raised here today.
WOLLMAN We had a graduate student go
through the periodical literature we have here
in the library and she started back around 1930,
or thereabouts, and worked her way forward and
to the best of her ability she was not able to
disinter anything that bore directly on this
program. There was a little bit of information,
for example at the University of Buffalo and
another one at Colorado College, but none of
them seemed to go directly ?n this. So there
was just no possibility of getting additional
information at other factions to bring before you.
PROFESSOR ALPERT I am in general agreernent with this proposal. r think there is a
need for such a program. I would just like to
comment on two things.
I think the advisement procedures should
be in the earliest possible stages so that the
students involved, at least declared students,
would know the ramifications and at least the
shortcomings of this program, say in terms of
entering graduate functions and so forth.
The other question, which I direct mostly
to -- well, I direct myself to anybody in the
Committee, has any thought been given to this
last statement on the first page: "Students
may transfer at any time from the B.U.S.
Program to any other undergraduate program
provided they meet the requirements for admission
to the college which they wish to enter. Students
may
transfer
any time into the B.u.s. program
provied
'd they atmeet
the grade-point average
requirement as specified above."
is Now what this may mean to some students
. an aseasy
way· to .get out of a difficult
situation
a senior
H
in some structured program.
been given to this as a possible
dasamaany
· thought
ging
effect to the structured program? Can
somebody comment on that?
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WOLLMAN Well, we talked about, and we
talked about it within our Committee meetings,
but once this is an option and the student is
eligible in terms of grade-point average and
now wants to move from a structured program to
this unstructured program, we didn't see any way
of imposing any restriction on that movement
that seemed to be in the advantage of his educational program.
ALPERT Perhaps this has to be done a
year before graduation or something of that sort.
WOLLMAN Well, our assumption was if he
was eligible, say the last semester, he could
then move in and he would now not graduate with
a degree in physics. He would graduate with his
degree in Bachelor of University Studies, and
whatever his transcript showed, that's what he
would be certified as having accomplished.
Somebody else?
HUBER Two points: One in answer here
if you are speaking of the advisement aspect
you think they ought to be warned as soon as
possible of the ramifications pro and con; if
you actually are for an unstructured program
such as this on an experimental basis, just
show what would happen and we have some pretty
good ideas in our shop as to the kind of people
that may -- I do this sort of thing -- and one
of the groups would be those going down the
structured program to the eighth or ninth
semester and who now presently drops out of the
degree granting college with two point five
to a three point twenty-five average. Don't
~sk
me why. All I can te11~you at the moment
18 we'
ve got the data that shows that it happens.
~f they wish, they could move to the unstrucfured course, provided they made the transfer
Cr~m
the degree college to the University
0 lege,
B.u.s. sub-set, and at that point I
~OUld
there would be an exit and entry
intervihope
ew
of a counseling variety to make
certai
th
d . n at the student realized what he was
s~ing as distinguished from staying in the
ructured program, and that he may pay a price
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university College, lowered provision, of the
same kind of requirements to the B.U.S. sub-set
of the University College. Is this what you
are saying?
WOLLMAN Yes.
HUBER At the same time they couldn't go
any longer in the B.U.S. College.
WOLLMAN I think that was the intent,
was it not, members of the Committee?
HUBER If so, I would like to recommend
that we amend -- -I would. like to amend that
sentence to read: "Students who have earned
sixty-four credit hours, or have attempted
seventy-two semester hours, will be required to
maintain a grade-point average of two point oh
in order to remain in good standing."
HEADY Is there a second to the motion
for the amendment?
(There were several seconds made by
faculty members. )
HEADY Discussion on the amendment.
Do you all understand it? As I got it, it
would change the last sentence in paragraph
three of the proposal to read: "Students who
have earned sixty-four credit hours, or have
attempted seventy-two semester hours, will be
required" and so on. Is that correct?
HUBER Yes.
HEADY Is there discussion on the
amendment?
th. PROFESSOR REGENER Mr. President, with
b1~ amendment proposed, and actually it's
weginning to read like a general catalog and
e know
the merits
the amendment and I will
Vote
aga;nst
. for ofthat
it
reason alone.
HEADY Any more discussion on the
~
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there such a student? Is there a student who
might conceivably benefit more from such a
program than by any arbitrarily imposed assortment of courses? If there is such a student,
why not let him take that curriculum?
STUART This is a rather picky point,
but I wonder what basis, if I understand
correctly what you said up to now, on what
basis the person who wants to get a B.U.S.
degree is allowed to get away from the albatross of P.E. requirement where other departments or students in them do not. Where they
are not so lucky.
WOLLMAN Well, this is just one albatross of several that we removed.
FACULTY MEMBER Are you just considering one albatross at a time?
STUART I would suggest that, and I
would be in favor of this, if, in fact, it would
be a good precedent for removing this requirement
in an academic institution. (Applause.)
HEADY Are there any other comments on
this proposition?
FACULTY MEMBER This is a rather bad
precedent. I like the idea of this program, as
it stands: Aman having the possibility of a man
being able to get certainly disciplinary studies,
but it seems like we are setting sort of a bad
pr~cedent for the University by saying we aren't
going to require P.E., we aren't going to require
English, and it looks like a man in our own
would say "I don't feel -- I don't
dodepartment
in, English"' ' let's say ' or "I don't do
WellWell
'in P.E.
I don't want to take these. I can
get in· this other
program and take exactly the
same
courses· as I could
in Electrical Engineering,
and
Elect
·
f
rical Engineering"
-- we can use that
or
an
example,
but
-"go
in this
get the same courses in
. Electrica
. 1 program
. and
. ",
and
Engineering
get
the
courses that he wants and get out
ad
n
say
"Th.
ab ' is looks like a better way to go
out it rather than staying in Electrical
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Engineering. " I don't think it's a good way to
do it. I think the thing we want is to see our
best students get into a program like this and
get their interdisciplinary studies, and we can
feel that these are responsible students.
VAN DRESSER This has kind of bothered
me because at first thought I thought that
would be a kind of degree to get, and in any
eight semesters, and I am aware from a degree,
anyway, and I fulfilled the group requirements,
but if I get this degree it's the same one that
someone could get for taking a hundred and
twenty-eight hours of P.E., and I wonder what
the merit of having this sort of degree would
be? If it had absolutely no educational value
attached to it~ I wonder. I think, you know,
the College of Arts and Sciences has group
requirements, or sort of educational bases. Was
there any reason that you felt that a person
going for the University Studies degree should
have no educational basis whatsoever? And, if
so, what is Arts and Sciences?
WOLLMAN Arts and Sciences is only one
college of the University and we, on the faculty
of Arts and Sciences, have a pretty clear idea
of what we conceive of as a degree; that it
entitles you to a Bachelor of Arts in Economics
or a Bachelor of Science in Physics, and so
forth. But we don't have any necessarily -we don't necessarily know what constitutes the
appropriate education for all people, and there
may be some such individuals, just as Professor
Fran~18 said a minute ago, that here is a student
going to take nothing but English courses.
ere's
who is going to take
nothinganother
but P.E.student
. a
B
courses. He's not getting
Sa~helor of Arts in the College of Arts and
ciences; he's getting just what this lranscript
:o~ld say: Bachelor of University Studies with
P.E~ndred and twenty-eight degree hours of

;ho

Of VAN DRESSER I just -- the second part
O service
· is the degree granted for?

is what merit do you see? What
1efveitheofquestion
achievement or what reward for what kind
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HOYT I hesitate to raise these questions
because of the lateness of the hour, but I am
bothered by one or two things in this proposal.
Essentially what the ground of my concern is, is that it states whereas the following
curriculum was approved by the full Committee
that worked on it at a meeting on February 28th,
1969, the proposal, as it is before us now, is
different in some fairly significant respects
from the proposal that was adopted at that
meeting. Anumber of us in Political Science,
Economics, other departments, and Arts and
Sciences as well as Business Administration
spent a good many hours working on this proposal.
For one thing, the proposal, as it came
out of that Committee, provided that candidates
entering the program should not only have the
bachelor's degree but should also have a basic
understanding of the nature of the American
political system and have the basic principles
of economics and quantitative analyses and that
students with otherwise strong qualifications,
but who had deficiencies in those areas, might
be required to make up those deficiencies
by additional course work beyond the program
described.
~I
t,(.,.(f
As to the~ courses,Aas~
agreed
upon it, and I think it's fine --~when you get
to the types of electives I find again a change
from what we agreed on in that Committee. We
didn't make this distinction between that first
group of electives would broaden them in their
chosen areas of interest, whereas the others
iOUld be some -- would be listed with increasing
their knowledge in the areas of chosen interest,
~hereas the others would be generally
.roadening. I think that this program was
~nte~ded to be a program in Public Affairs and
.ublic Administration.
In
words, it would
include
a concentration
. in
. other
f
areas of po1.icy
t~rmation and that for students interested in
?se subjects, additional courses in Political
8cience
or Economics or Sociology might well
~
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depend upon their understanding and in their
chosen area of interest and not merely be
broadening it. So I don't see that distinction.
I have thought about the easiest
way
0
to what kind of an amendm~nt to prop,ee
to
bring this into conformity with what I think
we thought we had agreed on. I think the
easiest way to do it would be to insert
the preamble that came out of that last meeting on February 28th, and then to make a very
minor change with respect to the electives.
HEADY You have the language?
HOYT Yes, I do. So I propose this
language as an amendment to the proposal , this
language to be at the start of the proposal.
In other words, where it says II The following
curriculum was approved by the full
Com..mittee" and would start with this language
that I am going to read, and we have this in
mimeographed form so I can make it available.
-rJ,g_
.
AMaster's degree in Public Administration
~s offered under plan one or plan two. It is
intended for persons planning careers in public
service at the national, state, or local levels.
Candidates entering the program G!tust have a
~ache~ors degree ana) are expected fuls<2} to have
basic understanding of the nature of the
Am~ri~an political system and have the basic
principles of economics and quantitative analysis.
Students with otherwise strong qualifications~
but with serious deficiencies in these areas,
may be required to make up these deficiencies
by
additional course work-beyond the program here
described."
And then a new paragraph:
"The program leading to the Master's degree
in. publie
is inter-disciplinary and
ls
orga
. Administration
el . nized
around a corps program with added
. ectives. bStudents without public service exper-.
ience
in 1 w·11
.1 e encouraged to take the plan two option,
c uding an internship in public service, assuming
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plus about sixty pages of supporting appendices,
which we sent to the Graduate Committee, and a
good deal of that was in that material. Then
M
r. Springer felt it would be most inappropriate
to send all that to the faculty, so I took the
responsibility, with the help of some other
persons in a minor way, to condense it. I
think that's where we lost the spirit of it,
and I would accept what you say and I feel it
brings out that which was intended and the group,
I feel, would accept it. in the spirit you suggest
it.
HEADY Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL I think Professor Hoyt is
correct. Every member of the Committee probably agrees that his motion is in the spirit
of the Committee, and there probably an editorial lapse here and I certainly support his
motion.
SPRINGER I don't quite understand the
question about the bachelor's degree . Where do
you feel that the people without it could get
into the graduate school?
That is not the important part of
it. I HOYT
simply
SPRINGER I won't even raise it.
HOYT I read that language because it
seemed to me the quickest way to get the language that I wanted in the program. I would
have no objection to that.
You have no objection to leaving
it in thHEADY
ere, do you, Dean Springer?
b SPRINGER Well, I have a split objection
of question shouldn't even
beecause
raised,
· thatMr.kind
Chairman.
for the (Several
question.)faculty members were calling
JONAS

I move to give this problem back
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KOLBERT M
r. President, I would like to
speak to the tabling motion.
DURRIE It isn't -KOLBERT If the matter is referred to the
Committee, I read this proposal with a great deal
of astonishment and in this state, it is a bilingual
state, and we propose to train persons to perform
public service, and with the constitution being
as it is, even though the constitution may be
a temporary one, there was no mention whatsoever
of these public servants to speak Spanish, and
I don't see why it is that the Committee propose
that the master of Public Administration without
any mention of competency in language that is one
of the two official languages of this state. I
assume that the constitution still requires that
all public servants must be bilingual. I assume
that we want to -- that we should take the leadership in being more than just simply highest;
that is, that we put teeth into this type of
program. And if it's tabled I would propose that
the Committee study the whole question of the
place of Spanish -- and I am not a professor of
Spanish -- in the total M
aster of Public Administration program.
HEADY Is there further discussion on the
motion to refer to the Committee?
HOYT I would like to oppose the motion
to resubmit to the Committee because~ went
through endless meetings on this and pretty
Well talked out on it.
A
HEADY Are you ready to vote on the
motion?
This calls for a simple majority to
pass. Those
say "aye". Opposed,
"n0"• I thinkinwefavor
will have a showof hands.
b
Those in favor of the motion to refer
the
please raise your
ThIa?k
irty.to-six.
· Committee
, hand.
Those opposed to the motion
-think it's clear that the motion has been
1Ost.
DURRIE I think so.

5
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MAC CURDY May we have Professor Hoyt speak
on this point, please?
HOYT I don't know why you want to hear
me on it. I think it would be fine. I think
public administrators in New Mexico should be
bilingual.
(Several faculty members were calling for
the question.)
HEADY W
ell, we voted on the Hoyt amendment. This is another amendment.
DURRIE No; just the motion to refer.
HEADY I beg your pardon. Let's vote on
that amendment and then take yours up.
We will now vote on the amendment, as
revised by Professor Hoyt, which does not include
Professor Kolbert's suggestion. Those in favor
please say "aye". Opposed, "no" . The motion is
carried.
ment? Now do you have a motion on your amendKOLBERT Yes . My amendment is under the
~lectives that we include graduate level courses
in Spanish. These would be, for example, like
Spanish 301, Spanish 302, which are advanced
courses in composition and conversation, let us
say. Primarily courses in communication.
(The .)motion was seconded by several of
the faculty
Thorson.HEADY Is there discussion? Professor
"
THORSON I agree with the sense. I think
graduate level course"is redundant. It's a
?raduate
program and courses are already in the
iintrodu
ct·ion.courses"
You save
n II Spanish
. three words. Just put
KOLBERT Spanish language, perhaps.
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with the forthcoming legislative investigation,
which will include some comments that bear on
this matter.
DARGE May I get a point of clarification?
HEADY Yes, sir.
UARGE If I will take back the resolution,
since the motion for a resolution -- if after
they have stated their statements you again will
call on me if I take it back?
HEADY Surely. That's understood. If
I may, then I will call upon Professor Green and
then Doctor Smith to make comments .
PROFESSOR GREEN We know, of course, there's
great concern over the impending legislative inquiry
and I just wanted to make a brief report of the
things that are going on; the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure has met twice on this
question, the second time yesterday afternoon,
with President Heady and Vice President Travelstead and Vice President Smith. Now we are, at
this point, only able to plan in general terms
because we have absolutely no idea what the
legislative investigative committee wants to do.
Therefor~, we are planning in terms of probables.
We are trying to anticipate moves and anticipate
productive responses to them.
The primary concern of the Committee,on
.cadernic Freedom and Tenure is the rights and
protection of the individual faculty member,
and this we are looking into every step of the
ay. There is also involvement with other
~ectors of the University and we are going to
ave further meetings involving such sectors,
as the Regents and the students, in order to
coordinate.
Now we recognize that not all of these
:reas always have the same aims, but we will
to at least not fight one another on this
Pry
roblem.
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carefully and I believe what I said was University
personnel, who shall be subpoenaed by the
committee. I have a little trouble with M
r.
D~rge's motion because he doesn't confine it to
things that might happen to people who are subpoenaed by the conunittee. The amendment offered
by Mr. Blum did speak of students who are subpoenaed by the committee and was accepted in those
terms. Mr. D~rge's motion, resolution as I recall
it, says that the University will provide -- is
asked to provide funds for legal counsel for
faculty or teaching assistants -- was it -- who
maybe -- what did you say?
MR. D~RGE Any legal expenses that might
be incurred by any faculty member, teaching
assistant, or student at this University.
Let me emphasize something: As a result
of the forthcoming pending investigation.
SMITH I think I would make a distinction.
I think the University is responsible for the
protection of one who is subpoenaed by the
committee and called before them. If you broaden
this to include protection of anyone who does
anything, or gets involved in any kind of difficulty as a result of the fact that there's going
to be a legislative hearing, this, I think, is
asking for a rather broad umbrella.
BLUM W
hat does he mean?
HEADY M
r. DArge.
. rlARGE Well , I think there's some confusion here , really, because certainly it's a
~~~ad motion. But I don't think that because
1 8 a broad motion that we can say,"W
ell, look
at all these special cases that might cover
t~e
motion,"
which
we
might
not
want
to
live
W
lth.
Wollman brought one up to me
ear1·ierProfessor
today,
that, .in fact, we .may have some
Person
th
t
a
goes
against the grain of everyone
e1se U
.
ad'
n1versity
attorneys, his own attorneys ,
n What not, and refuses to do something the
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Subject:

Proposal for a New Degree

The Committee recommends introduction of a new degree effective
upon approval of the appropriate authorities.
The degree will be designated Bachelor of University Studies and
will be awarded upon completion of 128 semester hours with a gradepoint aver·a ge of 2.0, of which at least 40 semester-hours shall be
in courses numbered 300 or above, and for which a grade-point
average of at least 2.0 has been earned. There will be no other
requirements.
The degree shall be administered by the University College. A
stude~t s~all maintain the grade-point average required for good
standing 1.n the University College during his freshman and sopho- c , ed ,..L
m~re years. Students who have earned 64 M" mo~e eemes:e~ 1-iours
will be required to maintain a grade-point average of 2.0 in order>o" ~~t~
to remain in good standing•
/'tfe,.,1,i
7~

?NM

Courses taken ~t.another institution may be transf 7rred t~
u~der the conditions that now prevail or as otherwise modified by
t e ~irector of Admissions with approval of the faculty• No
special concession regarding transfer of credit shall be granted
to students enrolled for the B.UvS• degree.

~h::~fe~
~

Students graduating with the B.u.s. degree, regardless of the
courses they have taken wi· 11 not graduate with a specified major
nor w1.·11 they be specified
'
as having graduated from any of the
re~ular degree-granting colleges of the University. Their transcrip~ of courses taken without specification of major or without
specif icat ion
·
'
·
·
sit
~f any college,
will speak for itself.
The Un1.ver:
to ~ College will serve as administrative agent, but the degree is
oft~ awarded by the University of New Mexico upon recommendation
e general faculty.
Students
in the u 7nrol~ed for the a.u.s. degree may take any c~u 7se offered
with
n~ve:sity subject to specified course pre-requisites or
shallp~~issi~n of the instructor. Permission of the instructor
alre d
required for courses normally open only to students who
clinf Y1P 0 ssess an undergraduate degree or for courses involving
ca work.
Students
other
may transfer at any time from the B.U .s. program to any
for a(h~de:graduate program provided they meet the requirements
may tr ission to the college which they wish to enter. Students
meet t~sfer at any time into the B.U.S. program provided they
e grade-point average requirements as specified above.

